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车载自组织网络（VANET：Vehicular Ad Hoc Network）是传统移动自组织网
络（MANET：Mobile Ad hoc network）在道路交通领域中的一种特殊应用，是智


















































Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) is a special application, which arises from 
the use of traditional Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) in the area of road traffic, 
acts as one of the core technology in Intelligent Transport System (ITS). We can 
reduce traffic accident, alleviate the congestion efficiently and support a more 
comfortable and safety drive experiences for drivers by using VANET. So, it is 
important to study VANET not only for theoretic research but for practical 
application. 
High dynamic property of the VANETs makes it complicated to manage the 
network. So, the key points of VANETs’ study lies on scientifically management of 
VANET network and reliable communication among nodes. For these two issues, this 
paper came up with a stable clustering algorithm for the management of VANET 
network and designed a multi-channel MAC protocol based on cluster. 
In the first place, this paper studied a lot about existing clustering algorithm and 
analyzed their advantages and disadvantages. Then, we proposed a neighbor 
distribution based clustering algorithm (NDBCA) to cope with the shortcoming of the 
existing clustering algorithm. We tested our algorithm in a high-way scene through 
the MATLAB. Simulation results show that NDBCA algorithm is superior to 
traditional clustering algorithm in the area of the lifecycle about cluster head and 
cluster itself. 
Moreover, this paper studied the existing MAC protocol and gave a detail 
introduction about MAC protocol based on cluster. We found that most of the existing 
MAC protocols are about single-channel communication with single-transceiver or 
multi-channel communication with multi-transceiver, and remains much work to do 
about multi-channel communication with single-transceiver. Therefore, this paper 
proposed a multi-channel MAC protocol based on cluster which realized 
multi-channel communication by a single-transceiver. Simulation results show that the 
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throughout about service traffic and boosted wireless channel utilization in a large 
scale. 
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步步入汽车化社会。据公安部交通管理局统计，截至 2015 年 6 月底，我国机动
车保有量达到 2.71 亿辆，其中汽车（含三轮汽车和低速载货汽车）1.63 亿辆；









































据某地区应用 ITS，预测 2015 年效益为：减少交通阻塞 10%～50%；节省能
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